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3D finite element analysis of thermo-elastic problem was performed to relate between the crack 
front geometry and the crack growing velocity in a thermal stress cleaving. In a stable crack growth, the 
crack front geometry through a plate thickness becomes so as for the stress intensity factors to distribute as 
much same value along a crack front. The faster a crack growing velocity, the wider a crack front leaves from 
a center of heat source to show stronger stress singularity. Analyzed result explains well the experiments. 
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Fig.1 Experimental setup 
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Fig.3 Optical interference fringes along a crack 
front 
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Fig.6 Finite element division for ３-D analysis 
 
       
(a) 4[mm/sec] 
       
(b) 10[mm/sec] 
















図 2 の結果をうまく説明できている． 









(a) Inclination angle is 0 degrees 
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Fig.9 KI distributions in the thickness 
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